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A B S T R A C T

We investigated the energetics and configurations of two interstitial He atoms in bcc Fe crystal using first-
principle method. Two interstitial He atoms will bind together as helium pair if the initial He-He distance is less
than 2.82 Å. From a formation energy decomposing analysis we found that, pairing of two He atoms would
reduce the interface between He and Fe matrix which mitigates the perturbation of He-1s and Fe-3d orbitals. As a
dominant part of the fomation energy, the electron variation energy caused by two close He atoms is less than
that of two far He atoms, which accounts for the reason of binding between two close He atoms. Besides, the
migration of helium pair along direction [1 0 0] was investigated by a He-He formation energy hypersurface.
Through the comparison with Nudged Elastic Band calculation, it’s found that this special energy hypersurface
was effective in revealing the migration of helium pair in metals.

1. Introduction

It’s well known that a large quantity of helium atoms are introduced
in fusion structure materials by (n,α) transmutation reaction. The he-
lium can be deeply trapped in lattice defects such as vacancy, void,
dislocation and grain boundary due to its low solubility and high mo-
bility in metals and grows into helium bubble, degrading the mechan-
ical properties of the materials [1–3]. Revealing the He-He and He-
metal interactions is imperative for the development of fusion structure
materials.

In metallic alloys, helium atoms produced by nuclear reaction
would firstly form at interstitial sites [4,5] and initially accumulate into
small interstitial helium clusters [6–8]. G. Thomas et al. [9] found that
a large proportion of helium will stay in metals, which is probably the
consequence of He-He interaction. It was also proved that dislocation
loops and helium bubbles would form in defect-free lattice [10], which
is the evidence for spontaneous precipitation of helium in metals. Be-
sides, helium atoms was found to cluster at the near-surface region in
tungsten [11–13], which was later attributed to the interaction between
helium atoms. An atomistic insight into helium trapping in metals is
needed. However, it’s difficult to determine the atomistic properties of
helium atoms in metals experimentally. To explain the experiment
findings from computer simulation, Wilson et al. [14] studied the
binding of helium atoms in metals by atomistic calculations. It was

found that two interstitial helium atoms have large binding energy,
called helium self-trapping. Then, a rate theory simulation which is
based on the binding energy between two interstitial He atoms was
applied to analyze the evolution of helium clusters below room tem-
perature [15]. Later, a multi-scale approach was adopted and the re-
sults showed that the near-surface clustering of helium in W was ori-
ginated from the bound state between helium atoms [16].

An in-depth study of the binding property of two near interstitial He
atoms in metal, i.e., helium pair [16–19], is a fundamental starting
point for the understanding of helium self-trapping behavior. It is im-
portant to investigate the complex multi ion–electron interaction,
which could be accurately described by the first-principle simulation.
And the first application is for single helium atom behavior in bcc Fe
[20,21]. Then Domain et al. [22] studied the binding property of two-
interstitial He atoms in tungsten by ab initio calculations. Later, the
migration of helium pair in metals was intensively studied using the
nudged elastic band (NEB) method [17,19]. It was also found that large
binding energy between two He atoms is common in transition metals
[18,19]. As a closed-shell noble gas atom, it’s strange for one He atom
to bind with another. To find the origin of He-He binding, Zhang et al.
[18] calculated the density of state of He-He in metals and found that
the density of state (DOS) value at Fermi level of helium pair is lower
than that of two far interstitial He atoms in group VB and VIB transition
metals. Generally, higher value of DOS at Fermi level means less
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energetically favorable [18,23,24]. So He-He pair would be more stable
than two separated He atoms. Wang et al. [25] found that He-He
binding in metals is related not only to the electron density variation
but also to the host lattice distortion.

In this study, we systematically investigated the configurations and
energetics of interstitial helium pairs in bcc Fe crystal by ab initio
calculations. We revealed the reason of He-He binding in bcc Fe
through energy decomposing analysis. We also constructed a He-He
formation energy hypersurface and efficiently demonstrated the helium
pair migration in bcc Fe bulk.

2. Methodology

Calculations were performed using spin polarized density functional
theory (DFT) and plane-wave pseudopotential approach [26,27], as
implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [28].
We described the electron–ion interaction with projector augmented
wave (PAW) potentials [29,30] and the exchange–correlation interac-
tion with generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew
Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) form [30]. The bcc supercell contained 128
atoms (4× 4×4 unit cells) and the Brillouin zones were sampled by
Monkhorst-Pack scheme [31]. After performing a series of parameter
optimizations, we chose a k-points mesh of 3×3×3, a plane wave
cut-off energy of 450 eV, and a Methfessel-Paxton smearing width of
0.02 eV. The energy minimization was converged until the energy dif-
ference was less than 1.0×10−5 eV and the forces on all the atoms
were less than 0.005 eV/Å. The zero point energies (ZPE) of tetrahedral
interstitial sites (TIS) and octahedral interstitial site (OIS) He atoms are
0.076 eV and 0.030 eV, similar to the values of 0.072 eV and 0.031 eV
in Ref. [32]. ZPE correction was not considered in this work due to the
small value. In the migration calculation, we used 54 atoms (3×3×3
unit cells) supercell, which is sufficient for the calculation of the energy
barrier as indicated in Table 1. For the migration calculation with
Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) [33] method, three images were linearly
interpolated between each pair of neighboring local energy minima on
the migration track and the volume of the supercell as well as the
atomic positions were relaxed. The migration energies were determined
from the saddle point of the energy profile.

The formation energy and binding energy of the N Fe-M He system
were calculated as follows:

= − −E E E EMFe He
f

Fe He Fe HeperfectN M N M N_ (1)

where EFe He
f

N M is the formation energy of the system containing N Fe
atoms and M He atoms. EFe HeN M is the energy of the relaxed system.
EFe perfectN_ is the energy of a perfect bcc Fe crystal containing N Fe atoms.
EHe is the energy of an isolated He atom. The values of formation energy
reflects the difficulty of the formation of the system; larger value means
more unstable.

= −E E E2Fe He
b

Fe He
f

Fe He
f

N 2 N T N 2 (2)

where EFe He
b

N 2 and EFe He
f

N 2 are the binding and formation energy of two
interstitial He atoms in N Fe crystal. EFe He

f
N T is the formation energy of

the most stable single interstitial He atoms in N Fe bulk where He atom
locates at tetrahedral site. Larger binding energy corresponds to
stronger attraction, while negative values mean repulsive interaction.

The calculated equilibrium lattice constant a, cohesive energy of bcc
Fe atom (Ecoh), vacancy formation energy (Ev

f ), substitutional helium
formation energy (ESub

f ), TIS helium formation energy (ETIS
f ), and OIS

helium formation energy (EOIS
f ), as well as the He atom migration en-

ergy are listed in Table 1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Formation of helium pair

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we calculated 27 initial He-He configura-
tions, including the first to sixth nearest neighbor OIS-OIS, TIS-TIS and

Table 1
Properties of Fe crystal and Fe-He system in present work and some references.

Supercell a (Å) E (eV)coh E (eV)v
f E (eV)Sub

f E (eV)TIS
f E (eV)OIS

f E (eV)He
m

Present 3×3×3 2.87 5.05 2.16 4.29 4.45 4.64 0.06
4×4×4 2.82 5.28 2.16 4.36 4.64 4.86

Reference 4×4×4 2.82a 5.28a 2.16a 4.65a 4.85a 0.06a

2.83b 5.26b 2.14b 4.34b 4.56b 4.75b 0.06f

2.82c 5.10c 2.18e 4.37e 4.59e 4.81e 0.06g

2.83d 2.14d 4.35d 4.59d

a Ref. [34].
b Ref. [24].
c Ref. [18].
d Ref.[35]
e Ref. [36].
f Ref. [20].
g Ref. [37].

Fig. 1. The initial positions of He-He configurations. Black spheres refer to Fe
atoms. Blue and green spheres refer to O (OIS) and T (TIS), which are labelled
accordingly with subscripts. Configurations TT1/OO1, TT2/OO2…TT6/OO6

refer to the first, second…sixth nearest neighbor TIS-TIS/OIS-OIS configura-
tions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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OIS-TIS configurations as well as several other configurations with
larger He-He distances. The initial and optimized distances and the
formation energies are listed in Table 2. The initial configurations are
named as I1-I27. After optimization, there are 18 different final con-
figurations named as F1-F18, following the order of the formation en-
ergies.

Apparently in Fig. 2, the He-He configurations could be divided into
two groups according to the initial He-He distances. One group contains
the configurations F1-F8: the initial He-He distances are below 2.82 Å
and the final distances are of 1.5–1.7 Å, and the binding energies are
large. Namely, this kind of He-He configurations is called helium pair.
The other contains the configurations F9-F18: the initial He-He dis-
tances are above 2.82 Å and the final distances are generally enlarged.
This kind of He-He configurations with small or negative binding en-
ergies is called far He-He, indicating little binding interaction between
the two He atoms.

3.2. Energy decomposing analysis

In a recent report, it was suggested that binding between two He
atoms is related to both electron variation and lattice distortion [25].
On the basis of charge density difference equation, we put forward a
formula to decompose He-He formation energy into electron part and
lattice part. Similar formation energy decomposing method could be
found in Refs. [30–32].

The equation of charge density difference for the N Fe-M He su-
percell:

= − −ρ ρ ρ ρΔ Fe He Fe HeN M M M (3)

We calculate the energy of each term in Eq. (3):

= − −E E E EΔ Fe He Fe HeN M N M (4)

where ρΔ is the charge density difference and EΔ is the energy of
charge density difference induced by electron density variation. We re-
write EΔ as Eelectron and also rewrite EFeN as EFe distortN_ , distinguished
from EFe perfectN_ .

If we define:

= −E E Elattice Fe distort Fe_ perfecN N_ t (5)

= −E E EMHe vacuum
b

He He_ M (6)

Then the formation energy of the system could be expressed as:

= + −E E E EFe He
f

electron lattice He vacuum
b

_M M (7)

where Eelectron refers to the energy of electron part corresponding to the
Fe-3d and He-1s orbital interaction [38]. Elattice distort_ is the energy of
lattice part which arises from the displacements of Fe atoms from their
origin lattice sites. EHe vacuum

b
_ is the binding energy of two He atoms in

vacuum. Therefore, the formation energy is decomposed into electron
variation part, lattice distortion part and an extra part of He-He binding
in vacuum.

We decomposed the formation energies of the configurations F1-F18
as shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding energy parts of two independent

Table 2
Initial and final He-He distances, He atom occupancy sites, as well as the formation and binding energies of the He-He configurations.

Initial He-He configurations Optimized He-He configurations

Name Sites Distance/Å Name Sites Distance/Å Formation energy/eV Binding Energy/eV

I1 OT5 1.58 F1 TT5 1.60 8.79 0.49
I2 TT5 2.23 TT5

I3 OT9 2.55 T2T9

I4 TT3 1.73 F2 TT3 1.63 8.81 0.47
I5 OT14 2.12 T2T14

I6 TT7 2.64 T1T4

I7 TT6 2.45 F3 TT6 1.61 8.86 0.42
I8 OT2 0.71 F4 TT2 1.58 8.89 0.39
I9 TT2 1.41 TT2

I10 OT12 2.12 T2T12

I11 OO4 2.82 T2T12

I12 TT4 2.00 F5 TT4 1.66 8.92 0.36
I13 OO3 2.45 F6 T1T6 1.61 8.96 0.32
I14 TT1 1.00 F7 TT1 1.53 9.04 0.24
I15 OO2 2.00 T2T5

I16 OO1 1.41 F8 OO1 1.68 9.12 0.15
I17 OT16 2.91 F9 T17T16 3.06 9.14 0.14
I18 OO5 3.16 T17T16

I19 TT12 2.82 F10 TT12 2.76 9.16 0.12
I20 OT11 2.91 F11 T2T19 3.60 9.21 0.07
I21 OT15 3.24 F12 T17T15 3.60 9.22 0.06
I22 OO6 3.46 F13 T17T21 4.09 9.24 0.04
I23 TT13 4.21 F14 TT13 4.24 9.24 0.03
I24 TT10 3.00 F15 TT10 5.05 9.24 0.03
I25 TT11 3.16 F16 T20T19 5.16 9.25 0.03
I26 TT8 2.82 F17 TT8 2.90 9.31 −0.03
I27 TT9 3.00 F18 T20T18 3.43 9.39 −0.11

Fig. 2. Initial/optimized He-He distances and binding energies of He-He con-
figurations. Lines corresponding to initial He-He distance 2.82 Å, final distance
1.6 Å and binding energy 0 eV are also plotted to guide the eye.
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TIS helium atoms are also shown as a comparison. The binding energy
of He-He in vacuum is generally negative, especially when the two He
atoms are close, confirming that He atoms actually repel each other.
However, this repulsive energy of He-He in vacuum is negligible com-
pared to the electron variation energy or lattice distortion energy. It
shows that the electron variation energy is the dominant part in for-
mation energy, while the lattice distortion value is relative small. This
result suggests that the electronic interaction between the He and host
atoms is important in deciding helium behavior at microscopic level,
similar to the results in Refs. [18,21,23]. It is interesting that the
electron variation energies of helium pairs are smaller than those of far
He-He while the lattice distortion energies are just the reverse. This
result could be reasonable understood. From Fig. 4 we can see that the
1s electron clouds of He atoms strongly interact with the 3d electron
clouds of nearby Fe atoms, in consistent with [38,39]. By analyzing the
configurations of the optimized He-He, it was found that two or three Fe
atoms at the tetrahedral vertexes are shared by the two TIS He atoms in
helium pair; while for far He-He, one or none vertex Fe atom are shared
by the two He atoms. In other words, the He/Fe interface is less for
helium pair compared with far He-He. As a result, the two He atoms in
helium pairs cause less Fe-3d and He-1s electron cloud electron varia-
tion; and the Fe atoms at the shared vertex feel stronger Fe-He repulsion
than other Fe atoms which causes larger lattice distortion. As electron
density variation is dominant in formation energy, two He atoms tend
to form helium pair rather than far He-He. Besides, the energy parts of
far He-He are comparable with those of two independent TIS helium
atoms, implying that far He-He with distance above 2.82 Å are similar

to two independent He atoms.

3.3. Helium pair migration along direction [1 0 0]

A formation energy hypersurface was applied to analyze the mi-
gration of helium pairs in bcc Fe. Here, we start with a simple condition
where two He atoms are restrained to move along direction [1 0 0], i.e.
line L shown in Fig. 5 (a). The x-y coordinate plane is shown in the
Fig. 5 (b). The three dimensional overview in shown in Fig. 5(c). The
projection of the hypersurface on the x-y plane is shown in Fig. 5(d). In
Fig. 5 (d) we can see that, for final configurations, F4 (F4′), F8 and F10/
F14 are respectively the globe minimum state, saddle state and local
minimum states. While the initial configurations I8-I11, and I16 are all
unstable on the hypersurface, so they transit to the stable final states
after relaxation. It seems that the probable transition paths from initial
to final states, shown as arrows, are perpendicular to the energy con-
tour line, similar to the typical hypersurface. Based on this principle, we
studied the helium pair migration on this energy hypersurface. The
reaction coordinates of four migration paths F4-F10, F10-F14, F4-F4′
and F8-F10 are plotted and compared with the NEB calculations in
Fig. 6.

It’s noted that He atoms are unconstrained to migrate rather than
restricted along a certain line during the NEB calculations.
Nevertheless, Fig. 6 shows that the shape of the curves, the energy
barrier values as well as the transition state positions from the energy
hypersurface are all consistent with those from NEB calculations.
Therefore, this energy hypersurface should be effective in demon-
strating the migration of helium pairs. In the energy hypersurface, F4-
F4′ could be considered as the optimum helium pair migration path
with the energy barrier 0.23 eV. Besides, the migration path F4-F10-F14
could be regarded as the separation path, i.e., two He atoms are sepa-
rated from helium pair to far He-He (with the He-He distances changing
from 1.58 Å to 4.21 Å).

It’ noted that the actual migration of helium pair in metals is three
dimensional. Albeit, this direction [1 0 0] migration is still meaningful
for it is a first step in revealing the migration of helium pair through He-
He energy hypersurface. Different from NEB calculation, this hy-
persurface map could provide an extensive view of helium pair mi-
gration. The transition states of He-He are clearly shown on the map
and it’s easy to find the optimum migration path.

4. Conclusion

From first-principle calculations, we studied the formation and
migration of interstitial helium pair in bcc Fe. He-He configurations
with He-He distance about 1.6 Å, called helium pair, exhibit large
binding energy. While He-He configurations with He-He distance larger
than 2.82 Å, called far He-He, exhibit small or negative binding energy.
To find out the physics origin of the He-He binding, we put forward a

Fig. 3. Energy decomposing analysis of F1-F18. The dotted line divides helium
pairs and far He-He. The energy parts of two independent T-site helium atoms
are shown, labelled as T in abscissa.

Fig. 4. The charge density difference of helium pair F4 (left) and far He-He F9 (right). Black and white spheres refer to the Fe and He atoms. Yellow (green) isosurface
indicates charge accumulation (depletion) (isovalue is 0.0018 e/Å3). He atoms are connected with the corresponding tetrahedral vertexes by arrows. For F4, two Fe
atoms are shared by the two He atoms while for F9, none Fe atoms are shared. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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formula to decompose the He-He formation energy into two main parts:
electron density variation part and lattice distortion part. The results
show that electron variation accounts for a major proportion in for-
mation energy. Helium pair could reduce their interface with Fe matrix,
so that they cause less electron variation than the far He-He. As a result,

two He atoms tend to form helium pair when they get close. It’s also
found the two He atoms in far He-He are similar with two independent
He atoms. In addition, we construct a He-He energy hypersurface to
analyze the migration of helium pair along direction [1 0 0]. The va-
lidity of this method was confirmed from NEB calculations. This energy

Fig. 5. (a) Line L in bcc Fe supercell. (b)
The x-y plane of the He-He energy hy-
persurface coordinate system. (c)
Upper-left triangle part of He-He energy
hypersurface. (d) The projection on x-y
plane. The migration paths connecting
F4, F4′, F8, F10 and F14 are also
plotted. TIS (T) and OIS (O) are marked
along line L or axes with subscripts
consistent with Fig. 1. He1 and He2

refer to the first and second He atoms of
the helium pair. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure le-
gend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 6. The reaction coordinates of four migration
paths: F4-F10 (a), F10-F14 (b), F4-F4′ (c) and F8-F10
(d). In each figure, the upper layer and lower layer
show the results from the NEB calculation and the
energy hypersurface. The models of the initial, final
and transition state are also illustrated; black and
white spheres refer to Fe and He atoms. The values of
the energy barrier and the transition state positions
(the coordinates of two helium atoms along direction
[1 0 0]) are also listed correspondingly.
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hypersurface method could provide an extensive view of helium pair
migration paths.

5. Data availability

The data required to reproduce these findings are available from the
corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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